


APPLICATIONS:

 Natural gas compressor packages
 Plant compressed air system
 Instrument air compressor packages

 High pressure SCBA breathing air systems
 On-site gas generation packages

CONTAINERIZED PACKAGES

MAKING LOADING, SHIPPING AND INSTALLATION FAST AND EASY

 REDUCED CONSTRUCTION COSTS … shop costs are generally much lower than those of field
construction.

 SINGLE SOURCE RESPONSIBILITY … from concept to solution. We provide design, fabrication and
testing.

 FLEXIBLE DESIGN … our flexible modular design allows us to quickly and economically plan and
fabricate a compressor package to meet individual customer specifications and industry specific
applications.

 FAST, SIMPLE INSTALLATION …. Containerized systems can often be installed and fully operational in
only a few hours.

 FULLY PROTECTED FROM THE ELEMENTS… Containerized packages can be fully insulted making
them ideal for harsh climates.

 EASILY TRANSPORTABLE FROM SITE TO SITE … Ideal where portability is a consideration.

 IMPROVED SECURITY PROTECTION… These lockable enclosures reduce the potential for vandalism
and theft.

Applied Compression offers a full range of compressor and gas generation packages integrally built inside
modified sea containers. This design reduces shipping costs, reduces field installation costs and results in a
module that is easily field transportable.

We can either supply standard units or design and fabricate equipment that is custom-built to your
specifications from CADD drafting through the final testing.

Years of design and manufacturing experience allow us to cost effectively build to special customer
requirements.

Engineering and procurement departments worldwide recognize the benefits of purchasing fully packaged
compression systems from a company with two generations of compressor packaging experience.



COLD CLIMATE PACKAGES

When your compressor package will be operating in severe northern winter conditions, our Cold Climate
option is a must.

This option offers a true Cold Climate package which allows the operator to perform routine maintenance on
the compressor inside a heated building.

Our Cold Climate option includes a self-framing, insulated walk-in style metal building with:

 22 gauge galvanized or colored exterior walls

 22 gauge roof

 24 gauge fluted aluminum lining

 R12 insulation in the roof and walls

 4 mil poly vapor barrier

 Insulated grey painted steel man doors c/w locking panic hardware, check-chain, single glazed fixed
wired glass window in both doors, rubber sweep, weather strip, aluminum threshold foot bolt, head
bolt and check chain on inactive door.

 Building exhaust ventilation fan

 Gravity type inlet louver

 3” of spray insulation on the underside of the structural steel skid

 Natural gas heater c/w grill and thermostat or electric heater (client’s choice)



Containerized packages are available as fully-
enclosed units or as open frame units where an
enclosed system is not required.

Optional epoxy exterior coatings or stainless-steel
construction make the containers well suited for
harsh, corrosive environments including offshore
applications.

Containerized CNG fuelling module

AVAILABLE OPTIONS:

 Epoxy paint coatings
 Spillage-free environmental protection skids
 Automatic temperature regulated ventilating

dampers
 Spray on foam thermal insulation
 White metal interior lining

 Electric or natural gas building heaters
 Waste-heat recovery system
 Lighting
 Windows
 Gas and fire detection protection systems
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